
 

Contact & Application:  
Kim-Andrea.Griemsmann@pfadfinden.de  
Jan.Schuette@pfadfinden.de 

 

You are planning on coming to the BdP Bundeslager 2013 in 

Immenhausen with your group and you are interested in 

participating at an 24h-summit which was organized exclusively 

for you? 

In advance you would like to do a project on the topic “Energy“ 

in your city or your unit and then you would like to present it at 

the camp? 

Do you want to discuss your projects with scouts and guides 

from five continents and do you want to learn more about the 

topic “Energy“? 

Then get going and apply! 

5 Continents full of ideas 

10 Scouting/ Guiding Groups for the energy revolution 

A vision for the energy of the future 

By groups starting at the age of 14 

At the BdP Bundeslager 2013 in Immenhausen 



 

Contact & Application:  
Kim-Andrea.Griemsmann@pfadfinden.de  
Jan.Schuette@pfadfinden.de 

 
The schedule: 

You apply by April 15th 2013 with a concrete idea concerning the topic ENERGY, 

which you want to run in your city or unit prior to the camp. 

We are excited to hear, how you want to do that! 

The application can be a video, photos, a project-outline or whatever else you 

can think of. The main point is that we see who you are and what you want to do to 

prepare perfectly for creating a joint vision for the ENERGY of the future. 

Throughout April you will find out if you made it. From May 24th until May 26th your 

leader will participate at the project meeting and will get to know the participating 

groups from Germany and other countries. Participation at this meeting is obligatory, 

all costs for one person (including travel costs and lodging) for this are 

covered by us. 

Until the camp you will then have eight weeks to prepare. Throughout the camp there 

will be special programs offered during the “Bundeszeit”. At the second last day of 

the camp (the so called LV-day) we will have a YOUTH:ENERGY:SUMMIT as a 

highlight and a close to the project, where you will be able to talk to economical, 

research and political experts  as well as scouts from five continents and where you 

will learn more about energy or the energy-revolution. Your joint vision for the 

future will be published at the closing evening of the camp. You will of course be 

able to participate at the camp during the other days. 

To cut a long story short: 

 You can only participate at the summit if all participants of the project will also 

be present at the BdP Bundeslager. It is not possible to only participate at the 

summit. 

 There will be seven spots for participants of each group at the energy summit 

but everyone who is interested can take part in the preparation. 

 The costs for the BdP Bundeslager will stay the same as the normal 

participants charge. There are no additional charges. 

 The YOUTH:ENERGY:SUMMIT is financially supported by the foundation 

“Avec et pour autres”  

 

  



 

Contact & Application:  
Kim-Andrea.Griemsmann@pfadfinden.de  
Jan.Schuette@pfadfinden.de 

 

No ideas for the preparation? 

Scouts and Guides do it themselves... 2013 is energy-revolution-time: Two years after 

Fukushima we now want to deal with the topic “Energy of the future”. 

Are campfires still up to date or is an LED-imitation enough? 

No matter if you implement precise constructional plans for your meet-up place, if you 

discuss the topic with politicians or if you do something together at school! 

Are there alternatives to driving a car in your everyday life? 

Think of a project, do some research, find interesting places and people in your area – you 

can try everything you can imagine between April and July. Use your meet-ups, camps and 

activities to realize your project. 

Do you want to create a website or do you want to do something manual? 

We are looking forward to your applications! 
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